
We realise that new dance conventions can be unpredictable and even a little overwhelming. 
Every convention has a different focus, style and ethos. So that you are as comfortable and 
prepared as possible, here is some more information on what to expect from your amazing 
weekend with us! 

A cornerstone of Kairos is ensuring our convention is a nurturing and positive environment, 
so that all dancers can reach their goals during the weekend with ease. To make the journey 
even smoother, we have created an approximate itinerary to give you a brief idea as to how 
the weekend will run. 

You will be expected to be ready to dance at 9:00am in the main room. This means arriving 
around 8:00am to register and warm up. All dancers will be sent instructions on how to get 
there to make this process as easy as possible. Once you arrive at the venue, the “Kairos 
Krew" will be there to direct you to where you need to be. Easy as that! 

Firstly we will introduce our superstar tutors and then they will take a massive group warm up 
to kick off the electric atmosphere and bring together our 2017 Kairos family!  From there, we 
will be splitting into different convention level rooms, and the dancing will begin! Dancers will 
stay with their level groups from then on unless they are attending an extra workshop or talk, 
included in the professional development package.  After the first class, if you are wishing to 
change levels, don’t panic! You are able to do so before 10:30am  (beginning of the second 
class). After this time, all levels are locked in.  

DAY 1

WHAT TO EXPECT AS A JUNIOR DANCER



Throughout the day, you will take part in 6, 1 hour classes, all in different genres with 
different tutors. There will be breaks in the day for interval and lunch, as well as giving you a 
chance to check out some of the awesome market stalls selling dance wear, offering nutrition 
advice, physio advice and information on full time dance courses! There are also optional 
workshops in the break times that are less physical. So while your body gets a break, your 
mind can keep on learning. We never stop at Kairos, so bring food that you can eat on the run! 

On Day 1, we will also be selecting a small group of Elite Dancers to attend an exclusive 
Saturday evening rehearsal with each of our choreographers who will put together a short 
dance item that will be presented at the showcase. These students get the opportunity to 
experience a professional rehearsal environment with some of the most talented and 
experienced choreographers in the industry. These selections will be made in your first class 
with each tutor. Each tutor has been allocated a certain level. That means there will be 2 elite 
groups per level. But don’t worry! If you miss out on this elite selection, there is another 
selection on day 2 for groups to perform the piece they have been working on throughout the 
weekend.  

On Saturday night classes will wrap up around 4:30pm or if you decide to stay for warm down 
Yoga, you will finish at 5:15pm.  From there you can all go home to rest up for Day 2… unless 
you’re in an elite rehearsal… you guys have to WERK! 
If you’re not used to dancing this much, then expect to be a little stiff today. But don’t you 
worry! We have yoga first thing this morning. Come in for a calm and energising yoga session 
before you start dancing again. 

Today is pretty much the same as yesterday except today is also audition day.  Auditioning is 
not scary at all. It’s pretty much like another class. You simply perform 2 of the dances that 
you have learnt over the weekend for 2 tutors.  

You will perform your dances in groups… just like in class. The only difference is that you may 
want to wear a clean top ;) Or maybe rock something new that you’ve bought over the 
weekend from one of our amazing boutiques.  
Basically….CHILL OUT! It’s fun and hey, you might even win something. We have heaps of 
prizes and scholarships to win so…. Feel the fear and DO IT ANYWAY! 

For the full time school auditions you may be required to perform in smaller groups or in 
solos, and depending on your school of choice, you may be required to sing.   After all the 
auditions are over we have an amazing showcase that will show off all of the work that has 
been learnt over the weekend as well as a few surprise extras! 
Then we announce all of the scholarship and prize winners. After the show it’s photo time, 
hugs time and goodbye time…..          ……Until next time! 
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DAY 2 

DAY 1 Cont. 

OPTIONAL FOR DANCERS, TEACHERS - FREE OF CHARGE These classes have a cap on them of 30 students so you must purchase a ticket. ($)

OPTIONAL CLASSES - RESTRICTED ACCESS PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PKG - Check out our website for more info on this. (P)

NORMAL CLASSES FOR EACH LEVEL SELECTED ELITE DANCERS (S)

OBERSERVER PASS HOLDERS (O) TEACHER PASS HOLDERS (T)



8:00-8:50 REGISTRATION FOR ALL

9:00 - 9:25 WARM UP  (In intermediate room) ALL O, T,

9:30 - 10:30 MUSICAL THEATRE TYNE O, T,

10:30 - 11:30 LYRICAL JAZZ ADRIAN O, T,

11:30-12:00 BREAK

12:00-1:00 CONTEMPORARY JESS O, T,

1:00-2:00 CONTEMPORARY HIP HOP STEPHEN O, T,

2:00 - 2:30 BECOME A CLASS PRO

2:30-3:30 HIP HOP TANEIKAH O, T,

3:30-4:30 JAZZ ADAM O, T,

4:30-5:15 YOGA FOR ALL

5:15-6:30 MUSICAL THEATRE Elite rehearsal TYNE S,P,O,T

6:30-7:45 HIP HOP Elite rehearsal TANEIKAH S,P,O,T

8:00 - 9:15 YOGA FOR ALL

9:15-9:30 WARM UP - ALL

9:30-10:30 MUSICAL THEATRE TYNE O, T,

10:30-11:30 LYRICAL JAZZ ADRIAN O, T,

11:30-12:00 SINGING - ALL AGES TYNE $,O,T,P

12:00 - 1:00 CONTEMPORARY JESS O, T,

1:00 - 2:00 CONTEMPORARY HIP HOP STEPHEN O, T,

2:00 - 2:30 MAKEUP GENERAL - FREE

2:30-3:30 HIP HOP TANEIKAH O, T,

3:30-4:30 JAZZ ADAM O, T,

4:30-5:00 BREAK

5:00 - 6:00 AUDITION JUNIOR - DANCERS ONLY 

6:00-6:45 BREAK

6:45 - 7:45 SHOW + PRIZEGIVING ALL

JUNIOR AUCKLAND TIMETABLE DAY 2

TIME JUNIOR ROOM TUTOR ACCESS

JUNIOR AUCKLAND TIMETABLE DAY 1

TIME JUNIOR ROOM TUTOR ACCESS

PLEASE NOTE: Slight 
changes may be made 
on the lead up to the 
convention. 

JNR AUCKLAND TIMETABLE

DAY 1

DAY 2



JNR WELLINGTON TIMETABLE

DAY 1

DAY 2

JUNIOR WELLINGTON TIMETABLE DAY 1

TIME JUNIOR ROOM TUTOR ACCESS

8:00-8:50 REGISTRATION FOR ALL

9:00 - 9:25 WARM UP  (In intermediate room) ALL O, T,

9:30 - 10:30 MUSICAL THEATRE TYNE O, T,

10:30 - 11:30 LYRICAL JAZZ ADRIAN O, T,

11:30-12:00 BREAK

12:00-1:00 CONTEMPORARY JESS O, T,

1:00-2:00 CONTEMPORARY HIP HOP STEPHEN O, T,

2:00-2:30 SINGING - ALL AGES TYNE $,O,T,P

2:30-3:30 HIP HOP TANEIKAH O, T,

3:30-4:30 JAZZ ADAM O, T,

4:30-5:15 YOGA FOR ALL

5:15-6:30 MUSICAL THEATRE Elite rehearsal TYNE S,P,O,T

6:30-7:45 HIP HOP Elite rehearsal TANEIKAH S,P,O,T

JUNIOR WELLINGTON TIMETABLE DAY 2

TIME JUNIOR ROOM TUTOR ACCESS

9:15-9:30 WARM UP  (In intermediate room) ALL O, T,

9:30 - 10:30 MUSICAL THEATRE TYNE O, T,

10:30 - 11:30 LYRICAL JAZZ ADRIAN O, T,

11:30-12:00 BECOME A PRO - JUNIOR TANEIKAH

12:00-1:00 CONTEMPORARY JESS O, T,

1:00-2:00 CONTEMPORARY HIP HOP STEPHEN O, T,

2:00-2:30 BREAK

2:30-3:30 HIP HOP TANEIKAH O, T,

3:30-4:30 JAZZ ADAM O, T,

4:30-5:00 BREAK

5:00 - 6:00 AUDITION JUNIOR - DANCERS ONLY 

6:00-6:45 BREAK

6:45 - 7:45 SHOW + PRIZEGIVING ALL

PLEASE NOTE: Slight 
changes may be made on 
the lead up to the 
convention. 


